iQ.Suite WebCrypt Pro
Secure Email Exchange with all
Communication Partners
Features

Protecting Knowledge, Securing Communication

 Web-based access via
any browser

The increased number of cyber attacks means increased danger for
confidential data. More and more frequently, crucial data is being
intercepted and subsequently manipulated or abused. The only sure
answer is trustworthy, reliable encryption!

 Simple coupling with
IBM Domino and
Microsoft Exchange/SMTP
 Central management
 Optional integration with virus
and spam protection
 Solution is available
on-premise or SaaS

Encryption – Keep it simple
iQ.Suite WebCrypt Pro is a secure, yet simple solution developed by
GBS to secure email communication with your customers and business partners centrally. As a complement to iQ.Suite Crypt Pro, it can
be quickly and seamlessly integrated into your network and facilitates the immediate exchange of encrypted emails. The installation of
additional hard- or software elements on part of your communication
partners is not needed.
The process is quite simple: Send your encrypted email as usual.
Your communication partner receives a regular email with the encrypted correspondence as an attachment. By clicking on the attachment,
the recipient is directed via protected connection to the WebCrypt
Pro portal. The recipient logs in, reads the message and can respond
securely. File attachments can be saved locally.
The actual contents remain in the possession of the recipient of the
encrypted email and are not stored on the WebCrypt server permanently. You are thus no longer required to store emails.
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iQ.Suite WebCrypt Pro
Email Encryption for Everyone

Benefits

Email Encryption as a Service

 Improved data protection

WebCrypt Live is also the right solution for you, if you value a simple
and resource-efficient operation. Instead of deploying it in your own
infrastructure, you can use email encryption as Software as a Service. An external data center guarantees reliable and safe operation.
Thanks to modern mechanisms, WebCrypt Live can be deployed
immediately and is available to corporations in no time.

 No installation required
by recipient
 Safe B2B and B2C emails
 Scalable, flexible architecture
 Fast and seamless integration
 Supports mobile devices

In this context, both the access to our solution and the maintenance
of the data receives optimum protection. For you, this results in the
compliance with highest security standards and optimal safeguarding
against failures. Nothing is more important to us than securing your
valuable data.
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Growing with the Challenge

About GBS
GBS is a leading provider of
solutions and services for the
Microsoft and IBM collaboration
platform.
More than 5,000 customers and
4 million users worldwide trust in
the expertise of GBS.

If you choose WebCrypt Live today, you will also create space for
high levels of flexibility. Our solution grows with your needs. Thus, you
are quickly able to expand WebCrypt Live’s capacity at an external
data center, in case your email volume increases. This allows for the
detection of peak loads when encrypted emails are sent. Trust in safe
and flexible email encryption as a service and take advantage of a
high-performing, resilient encryption platform.
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